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Abstract

We describe Sapper, a language for creating critical hardware components that have provably secure information flow. Most systems that enforce information flow policies place the hardware microarchitecture within the trusted computing base, and also assume that the observable behavior of that microarchitecture is fully and correctly documented. However, the reality is that this behavior is incompletely (and sometimes incorrectly) specified, and that the microarchitecture itself often contains implementation bugs. This fact means that all such systems are vulnerable to attack by exploiting undocumented or buggy hardware features. Sapper addresses this problem by enabling flexible and efficient hardware design that is provably secure with respect to a given information flow policy. Sapper uses a hybrid approach that leverages unique language features and static analysis to determine a set of dynamic checks that are automatically inserted into the hardware design. These checks are provably sufficient to guarantee that the resulting hardware prevents all explicit, implicit, and timing channels even if the hardware is otherwise buggy or poorly documented.

Categories and Subject Descriptors B.5.2 [Design Aids]: Hardware description languages

General Terms Security, Languages

Keywords Hardware Description Language, non-interference, information flow

1. Introduction

In this paper we present our ongoing work towards designing hardware components with strong security properties, specifically with respect to information flow. Information flow control mechanisms enforce privacy and integrity security policies by tracking and constraining the propagation of data through a system. This tracking is accomplished by associating labels with the data, and propagating these labels appropriately. A wide spectrum of techniques for enforcing information flow policies have been proposed, ranging from language support [26], to operating system support [15, 35], to hardware support [34]. While these techniques are effective in a variety of scenarios, they make the critical assumption that the hardware documentation correctly and fully describes the behavior of the machine with respect to information flow. Unfortunately, even the most widely examined and used processors fail to meet this fundamental assumption.

Modern microprocessors ship with a significant number of bugs, despite being one of the most tested products brought to market today. To create these microprocessor designs, hardware engineers use design tools ranging from synthesis tools that can convert a subset1 of hardware description languages such as Verilog into low-level netlists,2 testing tools [9], model checking tools [6], and even verification tools to prove the correctness of subcomponents with respect to a reference [14]. However, hardware can have just as many “moving parts” as a fully featured operating system and full verification is a practical impossibility [1]. The size and complexity of these designs mean that real production systems ship with bugs with software level ramifications. While these bugs may not occur in commonplace execution, a motivated attacker will find unique ways to exploit these undocumented behaviors to leak information and circumvent security policies [11, 13].

1.1 Our Approach

The core of our approach is a security-aware hardware design synthesis language called Sapper. Sapper uses a hybrid approach that leverages unique language features and static analysis to determine a set of dynamic checks that are automatically inserted into the hardware design. These checks translate runtime security policy violations into safe operations, and they are provably sufficient to

Footnotes:
1 Unlike software compilers, HDL compilers typically handle only a subset of the language and/or only specific types of constructs that infer certain types of hardware. In this respect they are quite unlike traditional programming languages.
2 A netlist is a directed graph of circuit elements (e.g. logic gates) and interconnects (i.e. wires) that can be mapped onto a physical substrate (e.g. an FPGA or custom hardware implementation).
guarantee that the resulting hardware prevents all explicit, implicit, and timing channels. Sapper wraps around existing Verilog Hardware Description Language (HDL) code. The Sapper compiler automatically derives and inserts security checks into the system at critical latches; these checks operate in parallel with the logic they analyze. During design testing but before fabrication, the inserted checks will detect actions that violate security and translate those actions into pre-specified (by the hardware designer) non-violating actions. In other words, policy violations will show up during the design testing phase as functional bugs. Through careful design, the hardware engineers ensure that the system will operate as intended in the vast majority of cases even with these checks in place (as covered by traditional testing/verification techniques). Once testing is complete the second function of the inserted checks comes into play, as they will remain in the fabricated design. The checks serve as the last line of defense against run-time violations in conditions never encountered during testing and verification. Both undiscovered hardware bugs and rarely occurring combinations of events may provide opportunities to attack an unprotected system; however, hardware designed with Sapper will automatically capture and prevent any runtime violations.

2. Motivation

Sapper enforces a timing-sensitive noninterference security policy, where the security principles and relations between principles are defined by the hardware designer. Noninterference means that data tagged with a lower-level security label cannot influence the values of data tagged with a higher-level security label.\(^4\) Timing-sensitive noninterference means that we take into account not only explicit (data-dependency related) information flow and implicit (control-dependency related) information flow, but also information flow related to when events happen. Timing-sensitivity is extremely difficult to enforce at the software level (see, e.g., Kashyap et al [12]), because timing variations generated by hardware components are abstracted away from the software programming model. For example, a memory access instruction can take widely varying amounts of time depending on the cache status, and code with branches can take varying amounts of time depending on branch predictor status. However, timing-sensitivity is important for critical systems: these timing characteristics can be exploited to create covert channels that break security systems with a reasonable level of practicality [10]. One might consider exposing to the software level a low-level model of the microarchitecture that includes timing information, as proposed by previous work [36]. However, the complexity of modern processors prohibits deriving a sound abstraction model for the hardware without digging into every logic gate in the design. Even hardware designers themselves might not be able to figure out the set of hardware components that are responsible for the timing of each instruction. Sound enforcement of information flow security policies demands tools that are tightly integrated into the hardware design process.

Hardware is designed using programming languages known as hardware description languages (HDL). Examples of HDLs include Verilog and VHDL. Intuitively, it might seem that one could apply information flow techniques from software languages directly to HDLs. However, HDLs are different from software languages in many aspects, and information flow analysis techniques for HDLs must be invented from scratch. In particular, there are three major difference between software programming languages and HDLs:

**Timing Model.** In (most) software programming languages, programs are defined as a sequence of commands that each translate to a series of ISA instructions. The timing of each command in the language depends upon a number of factors, including the compiler implementation and hardware implementation as well as the current state of the hardware. It is almost impossible to determine the precise timing of software programs. On the other hand, hardware designs for modern processors are synchronous circuits based on a global clock. Data coming from inputs or flip-flops (i.e., hardware registers) are wired into a combinational logic circuit for computation, and the results are written to outputs or back to flip-flops as shown in Figure 1. By definition of synchronous circuits, state changes (i.e., changes to outputs and flip-flops) occur only at clock edges. Under this model, commands written in HDL, no matter how complex, will become part of the combinational logic and the results will not take effect until the next clock edge. All forms of information flow in hardware designs are compressed into a single clock cycle.

It might seem that this timing model makes information flow analysis easier, due to centralized information and strict timing, however it in fact makes hardware designs highly susceptible to taint explosion when typical information flow analysis techniques are applied. Specifically, any input to the combinational logic that is tainted will potentially taint the entire hardware. Thus, it is not hard to see that pure static analysis based on static type systems as used in most software-based information flow mechanisms [26, 33] will unavoidably lead to duplication of all hardware resources in order to be statically verified for noninterference. The economic cost of this duplication is not acceptable, and thus conventional techniques are not adequate for our purpose.

**Output Channels.** Output channels are interfaces through which attackers are able to observe data. For software programs, output is usually implemented by well-defined library calls. In these programs, information flow policies can be enforced by checking that the security level of users who can observe the output is at least as strong as that of the data being output. In hardware designs, there are no predefined “library calls” for I/O operations. Assuming that attackers cannot wire-tap the circuits themselves, output can be observed through a set of ports on the bus. Although enforcing information flow policies on those ports is sound, it is a challenging task to recover the system when violations are captured since the rest of the system would have been largely tainted at the time of output. This setup also makes it difficult to debug the source of violations. Sapper aims at securing the system in a way that is not only recoverable at runtime violations but also useful as a hardware testing tool.

**ISA Support.** The ultimate goal of enforcing security policies for HDLs is not to make the hardware itself more secure, but to protect systems and applications running on top of the hardware. This extra level of hierarchy makes HDLs different from software
programming languages in nature. In designing secure hardware, not only do we need to ensure that the hardware design enforces noninterference, but the hardware also needs to provide a corresponding ISA interface for systems to interact with the security mechanisms. Designing those ISAs in a formal and secure manner can be a significant challenge.

The philosophy of Sapper is to reinvent information flow analysis techniques for hardware description languages, incorporating all of the distinct characteristics and challenges of HDLs, to enable the creation of efficient, flexible, practical and provably secure computer architectures.

3. Overview of Sapper
We show that modern programming language techniques, when applied in the new domain of hardware description languages (HDLs), can provide static guarantees at design time along with precise control of information flow. Specifically we propose Sapper, a hardware description language that operates at the abstraction of a high-level HDL while enforcing security policies through statically-inserted logic for dynamic tracking and enforcement. A compiler is responsible for statically analyzing the program in order to generate dynamic tracking and checking logic when translating the program into Verilog, thereby delivering provable guarantees. The generated logic will help eliminate most of the security bugs in the hardware design during testing, and remain in the design to prevent any runtime violations.

A typical Verilog program consists of three parts: signal declarations that define registers and wires (i.e., variables), a synchronous block in which all operations are triggered at the clock edge, and a combinational logic block containing all of the computations that will finish within a clock cycle. The synchronous block is responsible for writing data back to flip-flops at clock edges. The combinational logic blocks contain commands that are similar to those in software programming languages, including assignments, branches and switch/cases. Sapper keeps most of the Verilog syntax and requires minimum changes to the source code. In this section we sketch the details of Sapper. For convenience we assume that the security policy being enforced has two levels, Low and High, such that High information should never affect Low information. Sapper can handle arbitrary finite security lattices in practice.

3.1 Security Tags
Variables (i.e. signals, wires, etc.) in Sapper are associated with security tags that are tracked and checked for security policy violations at runtime. Checking every data movement in hardware for violations of noninterference would be extremely expensive, both in terms of additional hardware and performance overhead. We observe that in most hardware designs only certain outputs are exposed and observable by software/programmers and thus require strict enforcement. Many variables, such as internal pipeline registers and wires used to hold intermediate results, are only for temporary storage and are not directly observable. Those non-observable variables only require security tags to be correctly tracked dynamically so that their security level is correctly reflected at runtime. However, if we only enforce security policies for those small set of output ports, it may be extremely difficult for the system to “roll back” from violations or to debug the cause of violations. To this end, we propose Staged Enforcement, in which not only the end output ports are enforced for security policies, but also a set of architectural components that lie on the critical path of data movement are enforced. For example, data movement to the memory can be enforced for noninterference, such that the system can capture violations immediately at the point when data touches the memory. Based on the above observations, Sapper allows designers to declare data variables as one of the following two categories:

- **Enforced Tagged**: Variables having enforced tags will be declared with a default security tag at the beginning, and such security tag will not change until it is explicitly modified in the design through provided commands. Information flowing into enforced tagged variables will always be checked for noninterference.
- **Dynamic Tagged**: Variables with dynamic tags are not enforced by security policies, but their tags are dynamically tracked at runtime. Since most of the variables in typical hardware designs are dynamic tagged, variables that are declared without any initial security tags will be dynamic tagged by default.

This dichotomy requires designers to make decisions on what data should be tracked versus enforced, but it is often an easy decision to make since typical architectures only consist of a small portion of components exposed to users or central to data movement. In many architectures, selecting enforced tags for all the bus output ports, the memory and the cache will be sufficient. Note that as long as the I/O ports are enforced, not enforcing policies on some of the other components does not lead to unsoundness, but rather makes the system less precise and thus harder to use. The Sapper compiler is responsible for generating dynamic tracking logic and inserting dynamic checks depending on the tag of the target variable. Below we describe the details of tracking and enforcement.

3.1.1 Tracking
Assignments to dynamic tagged variables will trigger the tracking of security levels: the maximum security level of information that may affect the assigned value shall be propagated to the target variable. Instead of generating tracking logic for every single logic gate as in some previous work [31], Sapper takes advantage of static analysis on the HDL code and inserts tracking logic aggregated at the granularity of expressions and code blocks. Implicit flows (i.e. conditionals) are also derived by the compiler, which inserts logic to ensure sound security label propagation.

Furthermore, unlike previous work that must track information through each bit because it lacks language-level information about the hardware design and thus requires complex but precise tag propagation logic, Sapper tracks information at the register level and uses simple logic to compute security levels (each variable has an n-bit tag independent of its width and the security level of the output is the least upper bound of the security levels of the inputs). In theory, Sapper may be less precise (but still sound) compared to bit-level tracking due to the coarser tracking granularity and relaxed tag propagation. However, we observe that the major purpose of using precise bit-level tracking in previous work is to avoid label creep and allow a secure switch from a High to Low context. In the next section we will describe how the “nested states” feature we use in Sapper provides exactly what is needed to satisfy this requirement. In fact, there is nothing that prohibits bit-level tracking in Sapper but we believe this is not necessary because the state transforms can be expressed in the language itself rather than needing to be inferred from the generated logic. Hence Sapper achieves sufficient precision for security enforcement with significantly less overhead while retaining a high degree of flexibility.

3.1.2 Enforcement
Any assignment to a variable with enforced tags needs to be enforced for noninterference. Specifically, the security level of the target variable can never be lower than the maximum security level of information that may affect the assigned value. The necessary

\[\text{Note that we do not mean only architectural registers here (like %eax), we mean register-transfer-level register, which is any set of bits used as a group in the hardware description language.}\]
enforcement conditions will be derived by the compiler and the security checks will be automatically inserted into the resulting logic. These assignments will take effect only when they are guaranteed to be secure. Sapper also provides some flexibility for designers to deal with potential violations, which will be described in 3.4. Figure 2 shows the generated Verilog code for an 8-bit adder design written in Sapper. There are two different cases shown in the figure, one with enforcement (CHECK) while another with tracking (TRACK) only. Note that both the tracking and enforcement logic are automatically generated by the compiler and there is no need for designers to manually specify anything except the initial enforced tags.

3.2 State Machines

Timing in most synchronous hardware designs is strictly aligned to clock edges, and registers are only updated at clock edges. To capture the notion of hardware timing, Sapper explicitly models hardware designs as state machines. During a clock cycle the hardware can only be in one of the machine’s logical states, and all the logic from that state will be executed within the clock cycle. State transitions take effect at clock edges. Another important motivation behind modeling hardware as state machines is that state machines are a common pattern used by hardware designers, and most hardware designs are already written in or can be easily transformed to state machines.

Since state transitions can be conditional, to catch implicit leaks states must also have security tags and these tags must be correctly propagated or checked during state transitions. In the same manner as variables, states can be declared with enforced or dynamic tags. The security level of states with dynamic tags will be tracked dynamically at runtime, while states with enforced tags will be enforced for noninterference and their security level will not change until it is explicitly modified. An immediate advantage of Sapper is that the same state (if dynamic tagged) can act at different security levels, Low states have the freedom to decide when to terminate High states, without violating security.

Figure 2. An 8-bit adder written in Sapper along with the generated Verilog code. There are two cases: in the first case register a is enforced tagged hence the assignment needs to be checked for noninterference; in the second case a is dynamic tagged hence only tracking is needed.

### Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sapper</th>
<th>Verilog</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHECK</td>
<td>reg[7:0] a, L; reg[7:0] b, c; a &lt;= b &amp; c;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRACK</td>
<td>reg[7:0] a, b, c; a &lt;= b &amp; c;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

parent states with Low security levels and child states with High security levels, Low states have the freedom to decide when to terminate High states, without violating security.

Figure 3 shows an example of a state machine diagram for a secure hardware design based on TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access), which is a common design pattern used by secure systems. A trusted timer (Low) is used to control the execution of untrusted components. In particular, the Master state (trusted, labeled with Low, enforced tagged) sets up a timer and transits to the Slave state (also trusted, Low), which falls into its child state (potentially untrusted, dynamic tagged) and executes the computation logic. At the beginning of every cycle, the Slave State is always executed first and the timer is checked. If the timer expires control will transfer back to the Master State. The security level of the child state (i.e. Pipeline State in the diagram) can be either High of Low at runtime depending on the data it is dealing with. No matter what level it is, it will never affect its parent states, thus enforcing noninterference. The corresponding implementation in Sapper is also shown on the side. The timer variable, Master state and Slave state are provided with default types L (Low), indicating they are enforced tagged; while the Pipeline State does not have any default type, indicating it is dynamic tagged. When the code is compiled down to Verilog, tracking and checking logic will be generated based on a formal semantics. Although the runtime security level of the Pipeline State is dynamically changing, the generated checking logic will guarantee that the Master State is always trusted.

### Figure 3. State Machine Diagram example of a secure hardware controller, along with its corresponding implementation in Sapper. Noninterference is achieved by having a trusted timer controlling the behavior of the computation logic.
The logic for checking, changing the tag and zeroing the data is generated by the Sapper compiler.

3.4 Violation Handling

To give hardware designers full flexibility to decide how to react to runtime security violations, Sapper provides a language interface for specifying the behavior when violation is about to happen. The syntax is: \[ \text{command} \{ \text{otherwise} \}\{ \text{actions} \}; \] which specifies that if there exists any security violation in \text{command}, actions will be executed in replace of \text{command}. Our compiler will analyze every command that requires enforcement, derive necessary checks (in the form of security tag comparisons) that guarantees noninterference, and insert them into the design. The above code will become the following after compilation: \[ \text{if} \{(\text{derived condition}) \}\{\text{command}\}\{\text{else}\}\{\text{actions}\}; \]

Note that command will never be speculatively executed, instead, only one of actions and command will get executed depending on the value of condition. In the case when designers do not provide “otherwise” for commands that require enforcement, our compiler will automatically insert default “otherwise” actions that are guaranteed to be secure (e.g., disabling the operation to make it a no-op). These otherwise rules can be defined recursively, meaning that the action in the otherwise branch can itself have an otherwise clause. These nested otherwise clauses are terminated by the default, guaranteed safe action; thus all commands in the program are guaranteed to be secure even if designers provide buggy otherwise clauses.

4. Related Work

Denning and Denning were one of the first to show that high level programming language techniques aided by static analysis can be used to enforce information flow policies [8]. This approach was formalized by Volpano [33] and is often implemented as language extensions to existing languages [22, 28]. A more comprehensive study of programming language techniques related to information flow security is found in the survey by Sabelfeld and Myers [26]. Other systems have explored tradeoffs between static and dynamic approaches [29], exploring the space between these two extremes—for example, inserting dynamic checks into the program and then using static analysis to verify that the program will be secure at runtime [4, 21, 25, 27].

While language-level techniques provide strong guarantees inside applications, security enforcement between applications relies on an underlying operating system. There are many approaches tackling this problem from different angles [15–17, 24, 35]. Security mechanisms at the OS level cannot provide full hardware / software system security guarantees in the face of adversaries that are able to run realistic applications.

In Caisson, registers and wires are declared with static security types, and typing rules are used to enforce security policies. In GLIFT, registers and wires are declared with static security types, and typing rules are used to enforce security policies. This approach was formalized by Volpano [33] and is often implemented as language extensions to existing languages [22, 28].

GLIFT tracks every single bit of information in the system through each logic gate. Every bit in the system is associated with a shadow bit to represent its security label (either High or Low), and for every logic gate, a shadow logic is used to calculate the resulting security level based on the security level of inputs as well as the value of inputs. Despite GLIFT’s pure dynamic nature, the tracking technique is guaranteed to be complete, i.e. it covers both implicit flows and timing channels, since all forms of information flow become explicit at the gate level. Being a fine-grained dynamic tracking technique, GLIFT can result in a substantial hardware overhead. To reduce this overhead, the authors reworked their method to be used for static analysis in the form of Star Logic [32]. It is important to see that Star Logic does not provide assistance or early feedback for hardware designers attempting to create secure hardware; instead it allows for the after-the-fact static verification of a coordinated processor and kernel design, which is not the same problem Sapper is solving.

In an attempt to bring a notion of security into hardware design languages, Caisson takes techniques from information flow security at the programming language level and applies them to HDLs, making it possible to verify hardware security policies during design. Caisson, registers and wires are declared with static security types, and typing rules are used to enforce security policies. To avoid having to treat the design as simply a network of gates (as in GLIFT) and to allow secure switching between High states and Low states, Caisson requires an explicit state-machine-based model for designing hardware. Despite the simplicity of static type checking, it comes with two major problems: a) statically verifying those properties requires that resources be hard partitioned or even duplicated, resulting in large area overheads; and b) there is no way for the system to ever examine, react to, or affect the flow of program metadata (i.e., security labels). Labels are strictly a concept used for analysis, and have no physical manifestation in the final design.

While these past approaches represent a first generation of secure hardware design tools, both the expressiveness of those techniques (the class of hardware systems that could be shown to be secure) and the efficiency of their implementations (the amount of extra logic required to perform checks) can be prohibitively poor.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

As the current technology trends point to increasingly complex hardware platforms and more special-purpose functionality, it is time to reexamine the common assumptions that hardware is both unchangeable and always completely correct with respect to the documentation. While hardware security is a large area to explore, information flow properties are one important aspect of any secure design. This paper is a step towards a new class of tools that inform hardware designers of the information flow ramifications of their design choices and assist them in guarding against unforeseen exploits. We prototype a novel hardware description language that automatically augments a hardware design with appropriate security checks so that it is impossible to violate secrecy or integrity as defined by a policy lattice. The formal semantics and compilation tool-chain is still under development.

There are still many details to be filled in and open questions remaining, such as what kind of hardware and systems can be built using Sapper. We are aiming at using Sapper to design fully functional processors that contain modern architectural components and that are able to run realistic applications.
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